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Abstract Understanding passengers’ distribution on-board trains and along
public transport platforms is crucial for improving service’s performance and
ensure passengers’ comfort. We propose a revealed preference measure of pas-
sengers alighting behaviours using automatic passenger counting (APC) data.
Our findings revealed that the share of strategic alighting passengers per sta-
tion is influenced by its layout and the overall passengers volume at this given
station.
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1 Introduction

In public transports, most passengers board and alight neither randomly, nor
uniformly, leading to very heterogeneous crowding inside trains and along
public transport platforms. Yet, one critical overcrowded zone of a platform
or a train can have great impact on many aspects of the service (e.g., dwell
time, service punctuality, passengers’ comfort). Hence, crowding has long been
recognised both as an indicator of public transport performance as well as
an important measure of passenger satisfaction with the service (Szplett and
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Wirasinghe, 1984; Kim et al, 2014; Börjesson and Rubensson, 2019). A deeper
understanding of passengers’ flow and distribution in public transports be-
came all the more crucial with the COVID pandemic, since these flows were
rapidly and constantly changing, as a consequence of evolving governmental
restrictions undertaken in all countries. To tackle this issue, many studies have
focused on understanding the underlying reasons that give rise to the emer-
gence of passengers’ uneven distribution along platforms and how crowding
valuation can influence their route choice (Drabicki et al, 2021). Most of these
studies, reported in Table 1, rely either on stated preferences collected through
field surveys, or revealed preference obtained from passenger count data.

Among the few studies exploring passengers’ positioning choice through
stated preferences is the one reported in Kim et al (2014). Results revealed
that 53% of passengers intentionally choose a specific car with the aim of min-
imising walking distance at their destination station. These findings were later
confirmed by Elleuch (2019) who found a very similar share (54%) for Paris re-
gion. We then refer to these passengers as strategic alighting passengers (SAP).
Finally, Szplett and Wirasinghe (1984), Krstanoski (2014) analysed alighting
and boarding distribution using revealed preferences data only, namely man-
ual counting measures. They noticed that passengers’ distribution is signifi-
cantly influenced by the station layout. Our principal contribution lies within
the proposed methodology – quantifying the proportion of strategic alighting
passengers, using exclusively automatic passenger counting (APC) and Open-
StreetMap mapping data, thus enabling a larger temporal and spatial study
scope.

Table 1: Literature review on passenger’s behaviour on-board and at the train-
station interface

Authors Study interest Data collection

Kim et al (2014) Boarding Survey

Elleuch (2019) Boarding Survey

Szplett and Wirasinghe (1984) Boarding/Alighting Manual counting

Krstanoski (2014) Boarding/Alighting Manual counting

Drabicki et al (2021) Boarding/Alighting

Our study Alighting APC

2 Measuring willingness to minimise walking distance at station

We build a method to compute SAP based on revealed preference through APC
counts per door. The quality of APC data was confirmed by a field survey
revealing a 95% precision for alighting aik,s,d and boarding bik,s,d passengers
measure per door i ∈ {1, . . . , I} for each stop defined by a train number k, a
station s and a day d.



In order to analyse SAP, we link each door identifier to its precise location
along the platform and consequently, its distance to all platforms exit points.
We use OpenStreetMap (OpenStreetMap contributors, 2017) to retrieve the
platform layout: borders, exit and entrance points. Finally, we use stop signal
location and rolling stock characteristics to deduce doors’ location on platform
as illustrated in Figure 1. For each station, we define doors V i

s and exits Ej
s

coordinates. We then compute for each door i and each station s, the distances
to all platform exits j: d(V i

s , E
j
s) and identify, for each door of a train, the

distance to the nearest platform exit noted dis,min.

dis,min = min
j=1,...,J

d(V i
s , E

j
s)

The distance used is the great circle distance based on the spherical reference
of earth WSG 84, displayed in red in Figure 1.

We then search the number of passengers choosing to minimise their walk-
ing distance once arrived i.e the share of alighting passengers near platform
exits. We define the platform exit attractiveness as a circle area of radius r
(meters) centred around the platform exit location, the blue circles in Figure
1. We assume that all platform exits have the same attractiveness.

(a) Epinay-Villetaneuse (b) Saint-Denis (c) Paris gare du Nord

Fig. 1: Platform graph with a 20 meters exit attractiveness for three different
platforms used by trains running from the suburbs to Paris. We display several
components: • Exit location; 20 meters exit attractiveness; • Stop signal
location; • Door location; - Distance to the nearest platform exit per door.

Once these areas are set, we categorise doors into strategic or not. A door
i ∈ {1, . . . , I is strategic if it belongs to an exit attractiveness area; that is,
a door located within r meters of an exit: dis,min ≤ r. Finally, we derive the
share of SAP with respect to a given exit attractiveness r:

SAPr =

∑
i∈I aik,s,d
ak,s,d



where ak,s,d =
∑I

i=1 a
i
k,s,d is the total number of alighting passengers for

one stop. SAPr will always be an upper bound of SAP because we do not con-
trol for boarding position as we do not know origin of the alighting passengers
and rolling stocks are car communicant (i.e, passengers can move within the
same consist).

3 Share of strategic alighting passengers and its variability in space
and time

Fig. 2: Spatial
perimeter of the
study on line H

We compute the share of SAP for the first 6 stations
of Line H, see Figure 2, using APC data per door from
the 1st of April to the 30th of June 2019. We discard
one-unit trains because their stop signal position may
vary from two units’ trains. In total, the dataset con-
tains observations from 31,000 train stops going from
the suburbs to Paris and 31,300 train stops going from
Paris to the suburbs. We first determine the right exit
attractiveness radius to compute the share of SAP.

In Figure 3, we present the variability of SAP per
stations as a function of exit attractiveness. The ob-
served differences are mainly due to the varying exits
number by platform and their location. For instance,
as shown in Figure 1, Epinay-Villetaneuse platform for
trains running to Paris has many exits, which are well
distributed along the platform such that the share of
SAP increases rapidly while it is not the case for Saint-
Denis or Gare du Nord. An exit attractiveness of 20
meters seems just enough to be consistent with pre-
vious studies exploring this phenomenon using stated
preferences which found a SAP share of 54%.

The proportion of SAP is not only influenced by the platform layout, but
also fluctuates during the day. From Figure 4, we see that for trains running
to Paris, the proportion of SAP is the highest during morning rush hours for
Saint-Denis but not for Gare du Nord. The same result was observed for trains
running to the suburbs, as the SAP for Groslay is the greatest during evening
rush hours but not for Sarcelles-Saint-Brice. We believe this result for Gare du
Nord and Sarcelles-Satin-Brice is mostly due to a large increase in alighting
passengers’ volumes, which prevents passengers from intentionally choosing a
specific car to alight, due to on board crowding conditions. Indeed, in Figure
5, we see a clear effect of alighting passengers’ volume on the proportion of
SAP, which decreases by 10-20 points when comparing situations with few and
many alighting passengers.



Fig. 3: Share of SAP per station with respect to a uniform 10m increase of
exit attractiveness. The studied rolling stock has doors that are 13.2m apart
so 10m is almost equivalent to adding a door. The 54% line represents Kim
et al (2014) previous findings regarding the share of SAP.

(a) Suburbs to Paris (b) Paris to the suburbs

Fig. 4: Share of SAP20m on 6 stations during working days for trains running
from the suburbs to Paris (left) and from Paris to the suburbs (right). Grey
periods have an average number of alighting passengers by stop below 10.
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(a) Paris Gare du Nord for trains running from
the suburbs to Paris
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(b) Sarcelles-Saint-Brice for trains running
from Paris to the suburbs

Fig. 5: Share of SAP with an exit attractiveness of 20m with respect to the
total number of alighting passenger for two selected platforms. The conditional
average is depicted in red and is computed through generalised additive mod-
els.

4 Outlooks

In this work we propose an intuitive way of computing the share of SAP
using APC data. We see three directions to go further: (i) we want to improve
the SAP indicator taking into account the platform layout where alighting
passengers board; (ii) we want to model the effect of volume and time of the
day on SAP; (iii) we will design a method to locate exits using only on APC
data.
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